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Democrats Continue to Lead on Higher Education Affordability 

While Walker Continues to Blame Democrats for his Failures 
 

Madison – Despite one-party command of state government since he became governor over five years ago, Governor 
Scott Walker seemed to blame Democrats for the current student loan crisis in Wisconsin. Assistant Minority Leader 
Katrina Shankland (D-Stevens Point) released the following statement calling into question the governor’s comments 
on a tour of the state yesterday:  
 
“While Republicans have punted on higher education affordability, Democrats have championed student loan debt 
refinancing and investing in our UW System, Wisconsin’s idea factory and incubator of economic growth in all of 
Wisconsin’s 72 counties. Repeated reductions in state support under Walker are leaving students unable to sign up for 
necessary courses to graduate on time and enter the state’s workforce. Instead of 'big, bold ideas' to support our 
universities, colleges, and students in Wisconsin, we have only seen weak solutions from Republicans to a problem that 
will continue to hamper our state’s economy if not addressed.  

 
“It's pretty simple: we need to invest in the UW and allow for student loan refinancing, not cut the university and block 
meaningful student loan debt relief like the governor has. According to a memo prepared by the Legislative Fiscal 
Bureau, total state general purpose revenue (GPR), including funding for debt service, to our beloved UW System is the 
lowest it’s ever been since the UW System’s inception. The fact that Governor Walker continually wags his finger at 
Democratic leaders of the early 2000’s as the culprit of today’s student debt crisis is almost laughable, if it weren’t such 
a serious issue.  Governor Walker and legislative Republicans voted to allow a tuition increase of 11% in the governor’s 
first budget and have reduced state aid to the UW-System by $795 million, excluding debt service, since he took office. 
Additionally, funding for needs-based financial aid for UW System students has stayed at 2011 levels under Governor 
Walker's watch. 
 

"Wisconsin ranks third in the nation for percentage of graduates with student loan debt, and the hundreds of 
thousands of student loan borrowers in Wisconsin deserve their shot at the American Dream. Democrats have 
repeatedly pushed legislation to offer people with student loan debt meaningful financial relief and an opportunity to 
refinance their debt at lower interest rates. Despite consistent polling showing strong support for this proposal that 
would put more money in the pockets of college graduates, Walker and legislative Republicans continue to reject the 
proposal from being considered. 
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